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ABSTRACT

Eco-Industrial Park (EIP) deployment consists in the creation of physical connections (for example, by a pipeline network) among individual industrial companies (or Individual Actors, IAs) situated in the same geographical area (Gu et al. 2013). These physical connections are used to transmit energy/material generated by some sources IAs to other IAs, which use them to cover their sinks of production and services. EIP deployment can be driven by different potential objectives, i.e., improvement of economic indicators (increase of revenues) and environmental performance. The opportunity of EIP deployment must be evaluated to arrive at optimal choices of deployment. This requires (i) modelling and (ii) optimization, both in presence of uncertainty.

This paper focuses on modelling and aims at developing an industrial case study for Eco-Industrial Park (EIP), under uncertainty. The case study includes the abstract models of IAs quantifying the amounts of energy/material sources, i.e., additional inputs required for raw materials transformation, and sinks, i.e., auxiliary outputs related to the end product fabrication, conditioned by the IAs operation modes (e.g., type of the end products or ‘recipe’ of the process) and throughput (or production capacity). The objectives for EIP deployment are evaluated via analysis of existent approaches for energy/material processes integration and additional Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are proposed. The new KPIs framework accounts for economic, environmental and risk attributes, as well as the topological properties of the EIP network.

An EIP case study, based on the real development of Kalundborg (Denmark) (Ehrenfeld and Gertler 2008), and including Oil Refinery and Electricity Power Plant, has been evaluated under present operational conditions and future uncertain scenarios for several decades forward. These scenarios are intended to represent different events related to variation of operational conditions, such as prices for energy and material, and major events related to the future scarcity of material sources, i.e., water, which can provoke supply restrictions, and IA shutdown, which can impact EIP network performance.

Based on the evaluation, major recommendations emerge on various issues:

- Scenario forecast and prospection. A variety of scenarios representing major future events must be considered, as they can result in a considerable spread of numerical results of KPIs. Different uncertain factors determine different, i.e., positive and negative, effects on the operational scenario of the different IAs.

- Industrial system modelling. The models of the IAs developed for the case study must be sufficiently detailed to account for changes in various operational scenarios. These IAs models must be reviewed and validated by technical experts to improve and guarantee accuracy.

- EIP optimization. It must be defined whether EIP optimization is done based on a global EIP objective or in a two-steps master-slave optimization, where slave optimization attempts to satisfy IAs objectives under the control of the master optimization ensuring global optimality of EIP. The degree of freedom in slave and master optimization must be identified, depending on IAs implication and level of global authority in EIP development.
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